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Introduction
The FEAR Wolf is FEAR’s flagship NFT that provides unique in-game benefits across all
the games in the FEAR Ecosystem and other upcoming entertainment products.
The Wolf will have unique manifestations across the different FEAR games,
appearing in both 2D and 3D forms with various styles and utilities.
Gameplay and earning potential will both be enhanced.
Beyond the in-game utility, the Wolf can be used for:

1. Blood Realms Governance
2. Access to all NFT presales
3. Early access to FEAR digital content

FEAR Wolf owners will play a
primal role in shaping how the
Fear horror-verse evolves in
the coming years.
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Wolf Designs
Here you can view some of our Wolf designs already within Blood Realms.
They come in a wide variety of unique and majestic forms:
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Blood Realms utility

The FEAR Wolf delivers various benefits across many different games including our upcoming horror action game Blood Realms!
•

Access to exclusive territories where no other player can tread!
Enter the Wolf Keep & discover more about Blood Realms
Breed with your Wolf
Gain additional boosts in the game
Increase your chance of survival
Fight in the Wolf Arena

You & Your Wolf will also gain
enhanced performance
(e.g. speed, strength, endurance)
in quests
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Wolf Breeding & Bloodline Earning
Breed 2nd Gen Wolves, Create Bloodlines and Share Earnings
As an original owner you can breed certain Wolves and create a new bloodline, this will be
the only way new players can get hold of new god like wolves!
•

These Wolves form a different NFT collection and will allow 1st Gen Holders to bring in
additional players and earn from those new players!

•

Breed a 2nd Gen Wolf: these Wolves have in-game traits based on your Wolf's genetics
with a level of randomization

•

Sell your 2nd Gen Wolf to a new player

•

2nd Gen Wolves can breed, but they must pay an X $FEAR fee for the first time they
breed. Of the X $FEAR fee, a Y amount goes to the FEAR Museum treasury and
Z amount to the Gen #1 Wolf DAO
Earn X% of all in game earnings: Battling and other earning mechanics from
Gen #2 Wolves will go back to you!
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Further Game & Big Digital Content Benefits
Across other games and media
Beyond the Dark Open Horror World, the Wolf will provide
Wolf holders with added benefits in two of our other games and
a secret animated series…
Clucking Hell: With the FEAR Wolf NFT, players can upgrade Patrick's pet German
Shepherd Whisky into an Alpha Wolf. Watch him pulverize the vast hordes of
parasitical barn animals in our 2D shooter “Clucking Hell: Frostbite”.
Araya: Obtain the “Full Moon” phone flashlight to navigate the abandoned hospital
in Araya. With this NFT light you stand the best chance of finding your way around
and surviving the horror that awaits in the dark hospital.
The Crypt: A horror farming game, where players capture and extract human
souls for $FEAR.
With the Wolf NFT, players receive a unique Wolf Demon in one of the unique
crypt worlds to help extract human souls at a gruesome pace!
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Wolf governance rights
Shape the future of the FEAR Ecosystem

The Wolf will have governance voting power
allowing Wolf holders to help shape the future
of the FEAR ecosystem including:
BLOOD REALMS:
Wolf holders will be able to meet-and-greet
each other in the Wolf Den:
•

Chat and vote on shaping the Blood Realms

•

Vote on how Blood Realms Plots of Land
will impact the game

•

Vote on key partners who will inhabit parts
of the land 

FEAR ECOSYSTEM
Wolf holders will be able to vote on:
 The next batch of Wolf designs
 Expanded utilities of the Wolf in
the different Fear games
 Staking returns, token mint and burn
mechanisms etc.
In general, voting power will be oriented
specifically around Wolf related aspects of
gameplay.
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Wolf Non-Governance Rights
Major continued benefits

The Wolf will also carry non-governance rights:
Access to future FEAR ecosystem NFT whitelists / private
sale at discounted rates
The right to be exchanged for other tokens / NFTs at
predefined rates
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Chain Agnostic
Multiple Chains starting with Ethereum

The FEAR Wolves will be born on the Ethereum Network; however,
they do not need to reside there forever!
By using Muon’s layer zero NFT Bridge, Wolf holders can bridge
their NFT from Ethereum to any EVM chain effortlessly.
Now there is no need to fret about what becomes the number one
chain of the future!

Wolfenomics
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Total Number of Wolves:

6,666
5 Clans

5 clans that impact the visual appearance, battle elements, and gear a Wolf has.
Ranks
3 different categories that impact the in-game traits, with stronger trait levels assigned to
Alphas. The 3 categories are as follows: Alpha (666), Beta (2000), Omega (4000)
Traits
7 distinct types that can impact in-game performance of the Wolf
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Wolfenomics
Wolf Traits & Ranks
•

All Wolves have 7 distinct in-game traits that dictate the behavior of your Wolf inside the world for quests and battling 

•

All Trait levels begin at 0 and can be upgraded through gameplay In the world.
The speed at which a player can upgrade Wolf traits is based on Wolf ranking (Alpha, Beta, Omega)
Trait levels are permanently stored on chain, meaning they are transferred with the NFT when a Wolf is sold
Trait

Definition

Upgrade Speed
Alpha

Beta

Omega

Intelligence

Problem Solving and Adaption

7-10

5-8

1-8

Howl

Special Boosts and Immunity

7-10

5-8

1-8

Speed

Acceleration, Avoidance & Pace of Movement

9-10

6-9

1-8

Spirit

Bravery and Determination

7-10

5-8

1-8

Strength

Vigor and Damage

9-10

6-9

1-8

Endurance

Lastability and Tenacity

9-10

6-9

1-8

Loyalty

Defense and Protection

7-10

5-8

1-8
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Wolf Map
A Full Moon Map
May: Whitelist Period (Complete)
May: Presale & Public sale (Complete)

Q3: Blood Realms: Wolf Keep

Q2: Wolf Clucking Hell Integration (Complete)

Q3: The Crypt - Wolf Holder ability to Summon
a unique Wolf Demon

Q3: FEAR Wolf Reveal

Q4: Blood Realms - Prologue

Q3: Araya Presale - Wolf Holder Access to
Araya NFT Presale

Q1-23: Blood Realms: Wolf Breeding Reveal –
Breeding Dynamics Reveal

Q3: Crypt NFT Presale - Wolf Holder Access
to Crypt NFT Presale

2023 Q1/Q2: Wolf Arena - Battle your Wolves
in a Realtime Action Strategy Game
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Pricing
There is always a Price to Pay!

Sale Type

Quantity

Price

Allowance

Date

Comments
All whitelisted addresses are
eligible to purchase a Wolf at 0.1
ETH via FearWolf.com website

Presale

2666

0.1 ETH

Max 5

May

Public Sale

4000

0.2 ETH

No Cap

May

Wolf will go on sale on the
FearWolf.com website and other
marketplaces

And Finally!
Special Airdrop Incoming!
Yet to be discussed on FEAR's roadmap this year, all FEAR Wolf NFT Holders will be
airdropped a mystery NFT for FREE in Q4.
This NFT and its associated media transcends the blockchain gaming industry moving FEAR
into other realms of major digital media. Highlights of this Mystery NFT are...

•

Airdropped right into FEAR Wolf holders' wallets –

You don't want to trade the Wolf before this happens, believe us!
•

NFT will have its own dedicated website

•

NFT will have its own consumable digital content

•

Fees generated from this NFT go into the Gen 1# Wolf Holders DAO

•

This project has been in the works for over four months now!
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Wolf Tech
The Tech used for the Wolf’s creation is as diverse as the Wolfenomics

Biconomy: Transfer your Wolf with no fees

Muon: Bridging of NFTs to any chain.

in and out of the FEAR wallet powered by
Biconomy Gasless transactions

Wolf randomization of in game traits on
chain using Muon’s RNG

Uno Re: Insure your precious Wolf using

Unity: Experience world class game play

Uno Re’s groundbreaking NFT insurance
model

Chainport: Bridged FEAR token allows BSC

token holders to move from BSC to
Ethereum to get a Whitelist spot for a Wolf

Solidity: NFT Minting of Wolf traits is

written in blockchain’s most widely
adopted language

with your Wolf in the Museum HorrorVerse
built with Unity

Web3Auth: Social Media Managed wallets
using Torus Labs.
Manage your Wolf in the FEAR Wallet

Transak: Purchase FEAR using your credit
card to get a place on the Wolf Whitelist

